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Abstract The detection of climate-driven changes in
coupled human-natural systems has become a focus of
climate research and adaptation efforts around the
world. High-resolution gridded historical climate
(GHC) products enable analysis of recent climatic
changes at the local/regional scales most relevant for
research and decision-making, but these fine-scale
climate datasets have several caveats. We analyzed
two 4 km GHC products to produce high-resolution
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temperature trend maps for the US Northeast from
1980 to 2009, and compared outputs between products
and with an independent climate record. The two
products had similar spatial climatologies for mean
temperatures, agreed on temporal variability in regionally averaged trends, and agreed that warming has been
greater for minimum versus maximum temperatures.
Trend maps were highly heterogeneous, i.e., a patchy
landscape of warming, cooling and stability that varied
by month, but with local-scale anomalies persistent
across months (e.g., cooling ‘pockets’ within warming
zones). In comparing trend maps between GHC
products, we found large local-scale disparities at high
elevations and along coastlines; and where weather
stations were sparse, a single-station disparity in input
data resulted in a large zone of trend map disagreement
between products. Preliminary cross-validation with an
independent climate record indicated substantial and
complex errors for both products. Our analysis provided novel landscape-scale insights on climate change
in the US Northeast, but raised questions about scale
and sources of uncertainty in high-resolution GHC
products and differences among the many products
available. Given rapid growth in their use, we recommend exercising caution in the analysis and interpretation of high-resolution climate maps.
Keywords Temperature trends ! Climate maps !
Parameter Regression Independent Slopes Model
(PRISM) ! North American Regional Reanalysis
(NARR) ! Downscaling ! Climate adaptation
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Introduction
As the Earth enters a period of rapid climate change,
there is an urgent need to detect changes in coupled
human-natural systems that can be attributed to climate
change, especially at local and regional scales where
research and decision-making typically occurs (IPCC
2007). The resulting demand for spatially explicit
climate information at local and regional scales has
led to the creation of a variety of gridded historical
climate (GHC) data products (Thornton et al. 1997;
Daly et al. 1994, 2002, 2008; Hijmans et al. 2005;
Mitchell and Jones 2005; Wang et al. 2006; DeGaetano
and Belcher 2007; Di Luzio et al. 2008). These GHC
data effectively ‘fill in’ the space between weather
stations (points) to create a continuous coverage (grids)
of historical climatic conditions at a variety of spatial
and temporal resolutions (Daly et al. 1994; Jarvis and
Stuart 2001). In raster format, high-resolution GHC data
are visually intuitive, accessible to non-experts, scaleable, and simple to import into geographic information
systems for mapping and analysis; these features have
arguably fostered greater accessibility of climate information to the growing population of scientists and
decision-makers incorporating climate into their work
(Daly et al. 1994; Pielke et al. 2002; Daly 2006).
Investigators can use GHC data to spatially and
temporally couple their focal system with its climatic
drivers to understand system responses and feedbacks to
climatic variability and change. Retrospective studies
using GHC data can provide insights on landscape
responses to near-term climate changes (Daly et al.
2002; Rosenzweig et al. 2007), and can inform models
of landscape dynamics under downscaled future climate
scenarios (Hayhoe et al. 2007).
The rationale behind creation of high-resolution
GHC products, as well as climate model downscaling,
is that climate is typically heterogeneous across landscapes (Daly et al. 1994, 2002; Hayhoe et al. 2007). It
therefore follows that climate change occurs in spatially
and temporally variable ways across landscapes, and
not in a uniform or consistent way. This heterogeneity is
evident globally, with most high-latitude regions experiencing rapid warming, while changes in temperate
and tropical regions have been more variable and
complex (Trenberth et al. 2007). It is also evident at
continental scales, based on Wang et al. (2009), who
observed both regionality and seasonality in recent
temperature and precipitation trends across the
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contiguous US states, based on a 0.5" resolution GHC
product (CRU TS 2.1; Mitchell and Jones 2005). Such
heterogeneity in climatic changes suggests there has
been a potentially high degree of complexity in their
impacts on coupled human-natural systems, pointing to
the need for further study at local/regional scales in
order to detect system responses to climate variability
and change (Rosenzweig et al. 2007).
Relative to Wang et al. (2009), several higherresolution GHC products are available for analysis,
including the widely used and well-vetted PRISM
4 km dataset (Daly et al. 2002), but to our knowledge
no studies have analyzed recent climate changes using
these data. In addition to trends in monthly, seasonal
and annual temperatures and precipitation, GHC
analyses could identify areas where ranges of variability have changed due to, for example, increasing
frequency of extrema (anomalies). Likewise, analysis
of trends in ecologically and economically relevant
climate indices—such as growing season length,
extreme precipitation events, late frosts, droughts
and heat waves—are possible with daily-resolution
GHC data (e.g., DeGaetano and Belcher 2007; Di
Luzio et al. 2008). High-resolution maps that illustrate
recent changes in these climatic conditions and risk
factors could be very informative and powerful tools
in research, decision-making and adaptation planning,
if they are reliable (Pielke et al. 2002).
However, a key caveat of high-resolution GHC
products is that, in most cases, the predictions cannot
be robustly validated with independent weather data;
instead, statistical techniques such as bootstrapping
are used (Daly 2006; Daly et al. 2008). As spatial
resolution increases, maps may appear more realistic
but in fact are often characterized by greater uncertainty—a tradeoff that is often overlooked by GHC
end users (Daly 2006). Several sources of uncertainty
exist in GHC products, including measurement error
and instrument siting bias in the source data (Pielke
et al. 2002; Mahmood et al. 2006), errors associated
with secondary data sources, such as coarse-scale
(e.g., 4 km) elevation models (Daly 2006), and
artifacts from a variety of methods used to produce
GHC data, which range from geostatistical interpolation techniques to the downscaling of simulation
model outputs (Jarvis and Stuart 2001).
Despite growing availability and use of GHC
products, very few guidelines exist for their appropriate use and interpretation (Daly 2006). Measures of
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uncertainty for GHC predictions are typically not
included as metadata. In cases when expert systems
are used, such as PRISM, the contributions of different
input data sources (i.e., stations) to the raster are
unknown to the end user, making it difficult to crossreference model predictions with local observations.
Moreover, very little is known about differences
among the growing number of GHC products available for use, although one such study exists for Alaska
datasets (Simpson et al. 2005). If GHC products
yielded very different estimates of means and trends,
this could bias research findings and their suitability to
inform decision-making. This knowledge gap also has
broader ramifications because some form of GHC data
are typically used for climate model (AOGCM)
downscaling (Wood et al. 2004), and differences
among products could affect local-scale projections of
future climate, depending on which product is used for
downscaling analysis.
In summary, high-resolution GHC products have
significant potential to advance research focused on
the detection of climate-driven changes in coupled
human-natural systems at local and regional scales,
where most research and decision-making occurs. But
given the caveats and uncertainties noted above, there
remain questions about how to best utilize GHC
products, which are becoming increasingly available
at increasingly higher resolutions. Landscape ecologists can play a key role in ensuring that highresolution GHC data is used in both innovative and
appropriate ways; this paper is intended to be an initial
step in addressing this challenge.

sec; *4 km at 45"N); therefore the two would likely
be considered equivalent by end-users. We analyzed
the two products for the same variables (minimum and
maximum monthly temperatures), spatial extent (US
Northeast) and time period (1980–2009), and compared the outputs using raster-based calculations and
maps. Cross-dataset comparisons and preliminary
validation with an independent climate record also
served to address research questions that arose during
the study.
•

•

Objectives and research questions
At the outset of this study, our objective was to
produce high-resolution maps of recent temperature
trends for the US Northeast, based on 4 km monthly
PRISM (Daly et al. 2002), for ecological research. We
hypothesized that recent trends would be spatially
heterogeneous, based on prior studies (Wang et al.
2009) and the complexity of the US Northeast regional
climate (Frumhoff et al. 2006; Hayhoe et al. 2007).
Our initial results led to collaboration with a climatologist (A. DeGaetano) and the analysis of a second
GHC product (DeGaetano and Belcher 2007) for
comparison purposes. The two GHC products were
generated using different methods but estimate the
same climate variables at the same resolution (2.5 arc-

•

What spatial and temporal variability exists in
recent temperature trends across the US Northeast
landscape?
High-resolution GHC data is commonly used to
map average temperature and precipitation over a
period of time for a given location; such maps are
estimated from a gridded time-series that also
contains information on trends. Because outliers in
time-series data can bias trend estimates, we
evaluated GHC trends using both linear and nonparametric techniques in an attempt to provide a
stronger degree of confidence in our maps of recent
temperature changes (1980–2009) across the US
Northeast.
Do different GHC products yield similar observations of change across space and time?
Our comparison between two GHC products had
two purposes. First, because high-resolution GHC
data have validation issues due to the lack of
weather stations (Daly et al. 2002), we used the
comparison to provide another measure of confidence in our results, based on whether (and how)
analysis outputs agreed or disagreed. Second,
because the GHC products may appear quite
similar ‘on the surface’ to the user, but were
generated using different methods and some
differences in source meteorological data, we
wanted to determine if these differences would
translate to disparities that, in turn, might create
issues for end-users.
Are high-resolution climate change maps reliable
for use in research and decision-support?
While our original purpose was to use highresolution trend maps in research projects, our
results raised conceptual and technical questions
about whether climate itself can be reliably
estimated at such fine scales. Although this broader
issue is beyond the scope of our current study, we
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discuss our findings in this context because of the
rapid growth in the variety of high-resolution GHC
products available and their use (and potential
misuse) by non-experts.

Methods
Data sources
Characteristics of the GHC products used in this study
are summarized in Table 1. The PRISM (Parameter
Regression on Independent Slopes Model, PRISM
Climate Group, Oregon State University, Corvallis,
OR; http://www.prism.oregonstate.edu/) product is
generated using a series of regression models to
interpolate a large group of high-quality instrumental
records (including the US Historical Climatology
Network (US HCN); Williams et al. 2004) to a 4 km
grid of the conterminous US states from 1900-present
(Daly et al. 1994, 2002). PRISM is a freely available,
widely used GHC product that serves as the official
climatological data of several US federal agencies,
including the US Department of Agriculture. We
compiled the PRISM 4 km monthly minimum (Tmin)
and maximum (Tmax) temperature data from 1980 to
2009, comprising a total of 720 raw raster files
(12 months 9 30 years 9 2 variables).
The NOAA Northeast Regional Climate Center
(Cornell University, Ithaca, NY; http://www.nrcc.
cornell.edu/) produces a GHC dataset (hereafter
referred to as NRCC) for the US Northeast region that
is available by request (DeGaetano and Belcher 2007).
The NRCC product is generated by downscaling and
bias-correcting the 32 km outputs of the North
American Regional Reanalysis (NARR) which is
based on a regional meteorological model that has
been back-calibrated using observed data from satellite, radar and ground-based weather stations (Mesinger et al. 2006). For NRCC, downscaling of the
NARR is done using a digital elevation model at
2.5 9 2.5 arc-sec resolution, which is approximately
4 km at 45"N. Bias correction in the NRCC model is
based on the subset of Cooperative Observer Network
stations in the region that maintain a morningto-morning observation schedule. We compiled the
NRCC daily Tmax and Tmin data from 1980 to 2009,
comprising over 22,000 raw raster files (365 days 9
30 years 9 2 variables).
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Analysis
We calculated monthly means from NRCC daily Tmin
and Tmax outputs to generate the equivalent of the
PRISM monthly data from 1980 to 2009. Grid resampling was unnecessary because both datasets had
the same raster geometry (location and size of grid
cells). Because the study area was defined by the
extent of the regional NRCC dataset, we used NRCC
bounding coordinates to clip the PRISM rasters prior
to compilation and analysis. This region included all
of NY, VT, NH, CT, RI, MA, and ME as well as
northern portions of PA and NJ (see Fig. 1). Final
PRISM grids had 25,842 cells populated with data
(4.13 9 103 km2) and NRCC grids had 26,166 cells
with data (4.18 9 103 km2). These data were compiled into netCDF (Rew and Davis 1990; Rew et al.
2007; also see http://www.unidata.ucar.edu/software/
netcdf/) files for statistical analysis using Matlab and R
(R Development Core Team 2008), and mapping
using the Integrated Data Viewer (IDV; http://www.
unidata.ucar.edu/software/idv/) and ArcGIS.
For each gridded monthly mean Tmin and Tmax time
series, on a cell-by-cell basis we calculated the mean,
standard deviation, least-squares regression (LSR)
slope and intercept, Mann–Kendall statistic (s) and
significance (p), and the Sen estimator (non-parametric trend) from 1980 to 2009. The Mann–Kendall s
statistic (ranging from -1 to 1) evaluates the directionality of a time series regardless of magnitude of
change; i.e., a more significant Mann–Kendall trend
more consistently increases or decreases over time. A
companion to the Mann–Kendall, the Sen method is a
non-parametric estimator of trend magnitude that is
robust to outliers (Sen 1968). Slope coefficients from
the LSR and Sen methods were multiplied by ten (10)
to estimate decadal rates of change ("C decade-1). We
created trend maps using these outputs, using a
balanced color scale with zero at the center, which
required manipulating the ranges of the data used to
create the map. Trend maps were smoothed using a
nine-point neighborhood smoothing function in IDV
(see above).
To estimate bias between GHC datasets we used
simple differences (PRISM minus NRCC) on the
mean temperature, trend magnitude and Mann–Kendall s from 1980 to 2009. Difference maps included
25,064 cells populated with data covering an approximate area of 401,024 km2. Results were summarized

Geographical facets in PRISM represent combinations of slope, aspect and elevation generated by the PRISM system for regression modeling and interpolation

The North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR) is a 32 km daily model output generated by a regional meteorological model that has been back-calibrated with observed
satellite, radar and ground-based instrumental records (Mesinger et al. 2006)

b

a

Additional information on methods, publications and related products can be found at the PRISM website (http://www.prism.oregonstate.edu/) and the NRCC website (
http://www.nrcc.cornell.edu/)

Downscaling of NARR to
4 km elevation model;
Bias correction within a
defined radius using Coop
Network stations
2.5 arc sec (4 km)
elevation model
North American Regional
Reanalysisb; Coop
Network Stations
Daily
NRCC (DeGaetano and
Belcher 2007)

2.5 arc sec
(4 km at
45 N")

1979-present

US Northeast
(NY, VT, NH,
ME, MA, RI,
CT, PA, NJ)

Regression models based
on elevation, facets, using
an expert system with
weighting schemes
4 km elevation model;
geographic facetsa
Station records
Contiguous
48 US states
Monthly
PRISM (Daly et al.
2002)

4 km

1900-present

Primary
Temporal

Spatial

Temporal

Spatial

Secondary

Methods
Data sources
Domain
Resolution
Data product

Table 1 Summary of the two gridded historical climate (GHC) data products utilized for climate change mapping of the US Northeast: PRISM (Daly et al. 2002) and NRCC
(DeGaetano and Belcher 2007)
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using monthly statistics and the PRISM-NRCC bias
distributions (see Electronic Supplementary Material)
were tested for normality, skewness and kurtosis.
For spatial analysis of trend maps and PRISMNRCC bias fields, we used global Moran’s I (Moran
1950) and a global General G for geographic clusters
and outliers (Getis and Ord 1992).
A preliminary validation analysis was done by
comparing PRISM and NRCC estimates of means and
trends (1980–2009) with those of the climate record at
Mt. Washington, NH (COOP ID 275639; lat: 44.27",
long: -71.3"; elevation: 1910 m). The PRISM and
NRCC data used in this analysis were extracted from
the 4 km cell where the Mt. Washington station was
located. We are certain the Mt. Washington station
record was not part of NRCC but are unsure of the role
of this station in the PRISM dataset, due to the nature
of the PRISM expert system, which draws on a
multitude of weather records (including COOP stations). In this study, validation was narrowly focused
to explore differences between PRISM and NRCC,
and was not intended to estimate prediction error of
either GHC product across the US Northeast. We
selected the Mt. Washington location as a starting
point because the PRISM–NRCC maps indicated large
bias at the location, where an independent high-quality
climate record provided a basis for preliminary
validation.

Results
Mean temperature maps and bias analysis
Mean monthly and annual temperature maps based on
PRISM and NRCC depicted similar regional climatologies of the US Northeast for both Tmax (Fig. 1) and
Tmin (Fig. 2). Overall, PRISM was warmer than
NRCC and this bias was consistently greater across
all months for Tmin (0.61 ± 0.73"C) relative to Tmax
(0.13 ± 0.58"C). Consistent spatial patterns were
apparent in the difference maps, which showed that
the largest biases for Tmax (Fig. 1c) and Tmin (Fig. 2c)
were typically found in montane and coastal areas,
with PRISM typically warmer than NRCC at the
highest elevations.
Temporal variability also existed in PRISM–NRCC
bias for mean temperatures. The range of Tmax bias
increased from spring to summer and decreased in
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a

b

c

d

Fig. 1 Comparison of PRISM and NRCC for mean maximum
temperatures (Tmax) during 1980–2009. a PRISM-derived
annual mean Tmax, b NRCC-derived annual mean Tmax,
c PRISM-NRCC bias for mean Tmax, and d monthly variation
in bias (PRISM minus NRCC) for mean Tmax. Maps a, b and
c were summarized from monthly calculations of mean

temperatures and bias. d depicts monthly variation in bias that
is summarized in (c); although distributions of bias were highly
leptokurtic (See Fig A-1 in Electronic Supplementary Material),
dashed lines represent a 95% CI based on the normal
distribution

autumn (Fig. 1d), while the range of Tmin bias
exhibited a contrasting temporal pattern with the
largest bias during winter (Fig. 2d). Distributions of
bias for mean temperatures were highly leptokurtic
and positively skewed (Figs. A-1 and A-2 in Electronic Supplementary Material). Averaged for all
months, PRISM-NRCC bias for mean Tmax ranged
from -2.34"C to ?3.86"C, and for mean Tmin ranged
from -2.47"C to ?4.05"C.

May Tmax and July Tmax, while no significant regional
cooling was observed for Tmin.
Across the US Northeast since 1980, both PRISM
and NRCC indicate that Tmin has been increasing more
rapidly and consistently than Tmax (Fig. 3). Average
annual Tmin warming for PRISM (0.32"C decade-1)
and NRCC (0.31"C decade-1) was about three times
that of Tmax warming (0.13"C decade-1 and 0.11"C
decade-1, respectively).
Estimation of trends using non-parametric methods
(Mann–Kendall and Sen) generated very similar
results to those reported above (based on the LSR
method). For most months, especially for Tmax, Mann–
Kendall tests were significant (P \ 0.05) for less than
5% of cells for either PRISM or NRCC (Table 2). Of
all months, Jun Tmin had by far the greatest proportion
of cells with significant Mann–Kendall trends: 72.9%
for PRISM, 60.9% for NRCC, and 53.1% of cells for
both PRISM and NRCC. Trends based on Sen

Temperature trends
During 1980–2009, there has been monthly variation
in the direction and magnitude of temperature trends in
the US Northeast, and this seasonality was consistent
between PRISM and NRCC (Fig. 3). For both Tmin
and Tmax, warming has occurred most rapidly in June,
January and September. Both datasets indicated that
cooling trends, while relatively weak, have occurred in
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b

d

Fig. 2 Comparison of PRISM and NRCC for mean minimum
temperatures (Tmin) during 1980–2009. a PRISM-derived
annual mean Tmin, b NRCC-derived annual mean Tmin,
c PRISM-NRCC bias for mean Tmin, and d monthly variation
in PRISM-NRCC bias for mean Tmin. Maps a, b and c were

summarized from monthly calculations of mean temperatures
and bias. d depicts monthly variation in bias that is summarized
in (c); although distributions of bias were highly leptokurtic (See
Fig A-4 in Electronic Supplementary Material), dashed lines
represent a 95% CI based on the normal distribution

estimators were often slightly smaller, but were not
significantly different from LSR-based trends (twosided z test; all P [ 0.1). Mean differences between
Sen-based and LSR-based trends were \ 0.4"C decade-1 for both GHC products.

absolute mean trends had larger contiguous areas of
warming in maps, while months with smaller absolute
mean trends had patches of warming and cooling in
maps that were offset in regional averages.
In nearly all trend maps, we observed geographic
anomalies, or ‘outlier locales’, that had an opposite
trend than the larger surrounding patch, e.g., a pocket
of cooling within a larger zone of warming. A GIS
overlay confirmed that these anomalies were often, but
not always, associated with locations of weather
stations used as input data for the GHC products.
We found that outliers in the GHC time series did
not cause the patchy spatial patterns in trend maps.
Trend maps based on non-parametric Sen estimators,
which are robust to outliers, were very similar to those
generated from LSR estimators, for both PRISM and
NRCC as well as Tmax and Tmin (Figs. C-1 and C-2 in
Electronic Supplementary Material). While Sen-based
trend maps generally depicted slightly weaker trend
magnitudes, geographic patterns including local
anomalies were nearly identical.

Trend maps
Annual mean trend maps for Tmax (Fig. 4) and Tmin
(Fig. 5) are provided as summaries of monthly trend
maps for PRISM (Figs. B-1 and B-2 in Electronic
Supplementary Material) and NRCC (Figs. B-3 and
B-4 in Electronic Supplementary Material). All trend
maps (all months and variables, both products) were
heterogeneous with a significantly clumped spatial
pattern, based on global Moran’s I (P \ 0.001). At the
landscape scale, patchiness was greater for months
with a mean trend magnitude close to zero (e.g., March
Tmax) when compared to months with stronger mean
trends (e.g., September Tmax). Months with larger
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b

d

Fig. 3 Summary of monthly maximum (Tmax) and minimum
(Tmin) temperature trends ("C decade-1) estimated at 4 km
resolution across the US Northeast during the period
1980–2009, derived from PRISM and NRCC. Trend magnitude

estimates are based on linear regression slope coefficients
adjusted for decadal rates. Dashed lines depict a 95% CI of the
normal distribution

Trend bias analysis and maps

on trend estimates, and in some cases predicted
opposite trend directions. For all months and variables, high-bias cells (i.e., those outside a 95% CI of
mean bias) were significantly clustered across the
landscape (Moran’s I, all P \ 0.0001).
Clusters of high-bias cells (Fig. 6) were consistently located in high-elevation montane areas (e.g.,
Adirondack, Green and White Mountains) and coastal
areas (e.g., eastern Long Island, NY and the coast of
ME). We also found high-bias cells in lower-elevation
and inland areas, but these were less consistent from
month to month. Among the months with the largest
trend bias outliers were two with the largest average
trends: Jan Tmin and Sep Tmax.

Although there was strong agreement between PRISM
and NRCC on temporal variability in regionally
averaged trends (Fig. 3), difference between the
products became apparent when trends and trend bias
fields (PRISM trend minus NRCC trend) were
mapped. Mean annual trend bias maps, based on
averaging monthly trend bias fields, are given for Tmax
(Fig. 4c) and Tmin (Fig. 5c). These summary maps
depict a patchy mosaic of disagreement between
products on trend magnitude and direction, which is
largely inconsistent between Tmax and Tmin. A few of
the patches, e.g., northern Maine where
NRCC [ PRISM, are consistent between Tmax and
Tmin. Overall, average regional trend bias was near
zero and distributions were leptokurtic (Figs. A-2 and
A-5 in Electronic Supplementary Material) due to very
large outliers. These outliers represented very highbias cells where PRISM and NRCC disagreed strongly
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Preliminary validation
Both PRISM and NRCC predicted warmer mean
temperatures than measured at the high-elevation Mt.
Washington, NH station (Fig. 7). PRISM had

Landscape Ecol
Table 2 Proportions of 4 km grid cells with significant nonparametric Mann–Kendall trends (P \ 0.05) in maximum
(Tmax) and minimum (Tmin) temperatures, for the US Northeast
region during 1980–2009, based on analysis of the historical
gridded climate data products PRISM and NRCC
Month

PRISM

NRCC

PRISM
& NRCC

Tmax
Jan

0.104

0.132

0.052

Feb

0.001

0.010

0.000

Mar

0.022

0.026

0.002

Apr

0.094

0.072

0.018

May

0.021

0.048

0.003

Jun

0.030

0.036

0.002

Jul

0.083

0.160

0.029

Aug

0.065

0.067

0.008

Sep

0.177

0.207

0.092

Oct

0.004

0.007

0.000

Nov

0.004

0.001

0.000

Dec

0.000

0.001

0.000

Jan

0.038

0.088

0.010

Feb

0.005

0.021

0.000

Mar

0.020

0.055

0.001

Tmin

Apr

0.091

0.120

0.023

May

0.033

0.079

0.008

Jun

0.729

0.609

0.531

Jul

0.093

0.128

0.019

Aug

0.399

0.286

0.175

Sep

0.488

0.367

0.231

Oct

0.092

0.105

0.026

Nov

0.048

0.069

0.010

Dec

0.002

0.003

0.000

The fourth column (PRISM & NRCC) is the proportion of cells
where both datasets had significant trends. The Mann–Kendall
statistic evaluates whether the directionality of a time-series is
significantly different than random, so these cells include both
warming and cooling trends. Values greater than 0.1 (10%) are
depicted in bold for reference

consistently higher prediction error relative to NRCC
for both Tmax and Tmin. Both datasets exhibited
seasonality in error structure. Tmax error was generally
greater during the warmer months of May, Jun, Jul and
Aug for both PRISM and NRCC (Fig. 7a). Relative to
PRISM, the NRCC dataset had much lower prediction
errors for mean Tmin during May–September (Fig. 7b).
PRISM consistently predicted warmer trends (larger positive rates) for Mt. Washington, NH, than was

observed for either Tmax (Fig. 7c) or Tmin (Fig. 7d).
NRCC trend prediction errors were more variable
from month to month, especially for Tmax, where
NRCC tended to predict cooler trends (smaller slopes)
from Jan–Jul. There was greater disparity between the
PRISM and NRCC error structure for Tmax trends,
relative to error structure for Tmin trends.
Lastly, in examining PRISM trend maps for the
Adirondack Mountains region of northern NY, we
noticed a strong cooling trend (e.g., -1.3"C decade-1
average annual cooling for Tmax) that was highly
localized about ten miles west of Indian Lake, NY
(Fig. 6a); NRCC did not predict a cooling trend at this
location. We compared the PRISM trend estimates
with the Indian Lake US HCN record (INDIAN LAKE
2SW [304102]) and found that the HCN record had
mostly warming trends, although weak, from 1980 to
2009 (Table 3), in contrast to the strong cooling trends
predicted by PRISM.

Discussion
To assess spatial and temporal heterogeneity in recent
climatic changes across the US Northeast, we produced high-resolution (4 km) temperature trend maps
using two freely available, high-quality GHC products. In theory, such mapping analyses can provide
novel insights on temporal and spatial variability in
climate change, and therefore could have significant
value. For example, the seasonality of recent temperature trends across the US Northeast and the greater
rates of warming in minimum versus maximum
temperatures—for which PRISM and NRCC strongly
agreed—have significant implications for understanding recent phenological and ecosystem responses to
climate and for planning future research and monitoring (Parmesan and Yohe 2002). We have some
confidence in these findings because both GHC
products agreed strongly on these results.
We have less confidence drawing any inference
from the spatial patterns in our 4 km temperature trend
maps, particularly at local scales (\100 km), due to an
unexpectedly (and perhaps implausibly) high degree
of heterogeneity, as well as the overall map disparity
between products. Moreover, substantial cross-dataset
and ground-truthing bias was found in climate-sensitive locations, such as high elevation terrain, and this
further reduced our confidence in map outputs.
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Fig. 4 Comparison of PRISM and NRCC for trends in
maximum temperature (Tmax) for the US Northeast during
1980–2009. a annual mean Tmax trend for PRISM, b annual
mean Tmax trend for NRCC, c PRISM-NRCC bias for Tmax
trends, and d monthly variation in PRISM-NRCC bias for Tmax
trends. The a and b maps are based on averaging monthly Tmax
trend maps which are provided in Electronic Supplementary

Material (Fig. B-1 for PRISM, Fig. B-3 for NRCC); the c map is
based on averaging monthly Tmax bias (PRISM trend minus
NRCC trend). d depicts the monthly variation in bias
summarized in (c); although distributions of bias were highly
leptokurtic (Fig A-2 in Electronic Supplementary Material),
dashed lines represent a 95% CI based on the normal
distribution

Ultimately, because the spatially explicit nature of
GHC products is the critical feature that motivates their
creation and use, any lack of confidence in spatial
inference from these analyses poses a constraint to
application of GHC products in the coupling of
landscapes and climate at local/regional scales. Overall
our results raised several issues requiring further study,
and may point to fundamental tradeoffs between
resolution and realism in the underlying GHC data.

from maps of 30-year means generated from the same
time-series; hence they may not be an issue for GHC
users not interested in trends. Because non-parametric
trend maps depicted nearly identical patterns, we are
confident that the observed patchiness was not due to
artifacts of linear regression estimators (i.e., sensitivity to outliers), but instead reflected real directional
‘signals’ present in the source GHC products. However, we question whether these ‘signals’ are realistic
at 4 km resolution (Pielke et al. 2002) and therefore
have significant doubts about the resulting trend
estimates and map validity, especially at local scales
(B100 km).
Anomalous geographic patterns in GHC products
may be due to a combination of factors, including the
locations of input stations—an artifact known as
‘bulls-eyes’ (Daly 2006)—and the methods and
parameters used for interpolation and/or downscaling.

Spatial heterogeneity of trend maps
Although we hypothesized that regional trend maps
would be heterogeneous, the degree of patchiness in
recent temperature changes was far greater than
expected and in many cases seemed to be climatologically implausible. We note that this patchiness
emerged consistently in trend maps but was absent
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Fig. 5 Comparison of PRISM and NRCC for trends in
minimum temperature (Tmin) for the US Northeast during
1980–2009. a annual mean Tmin trend for PRISM, b annual
mean Tmin trend for NRCC, c PRISM-NRCC bias for Tmin
trends, and d monthly variation in PRISM-NRCC bias for Tmin
trends. The a and b maps are based on averaging monthly Tmin
trend maps which are provided in Electronic Supplementary

Material (Fig. B-2 for PRISM, Fig. B-4 for NRCC); the c map is
based on averaging monthly Tmin bias (PRISM trend minus
NRCC trend). d depicts the monthly variation in bias
summarized in (c); although distributions of bias were highly
leptokurtic (Fig A-5 in Electronic Supplementary Material),
dashed lines represent a 95% CI based on the normal
distribution

Some anomalies, or ‘outlier locales’, may represent
real (observed) differences among station records
(Pielke et al. 2002), potentially due to bias caused by
discrepancies in measurement procedures, physical
conditions of instrument sites, and/or surrounding land
cover (Mahmood et al. 2006). Lastly, some anomalies
may be inconsistent with nearby weather stations, and
could reflect data processing errors, such as the
example of the PRISM-based cooling ‘pocket’ located
near Indian Lake, NY, where the existing US HCN
record (likely used by PRISM) indicates weak warming trends.
Because some sources of uncertainty in GHC
products can be traced back to their basic input data
(weather stations), future versions of these products
could be improved by incorporating detailed metadata
(e.g., stations contributing to a cell) and uncertainty
estimates, such as the prediction intervals of PRISM

(Daly et al. 2008) or the bias fields of NRCC
(DeGaetano and Belcher 2007) used in QA/QC
procedures). These metadata exist and could be
efficiently incorporated in GHC products using such
file formats as netCDF, which can be visualized and
analyzed using free software tools such as IDV and
Program R. As Daly (2006) notes, because the
tolerance of uncertainty can vary widely among
GHC users, such information will allow a better grasp
of uncertainty and tradeoffs between resolution and
realism in climate change maps.

Differences among GHC products
A better understanding of the differences among GHC
products is needed for users to make informed choices
among the products available. In this study, difference
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Fig. 6 Examples of high-bias patches in PRISM-NRCC
comparisons, depicted using the annual Tmax trend bias (PRISM
trend minus NRCC trend) map for the US Northeast during
1980–2009; this is an expanded version of the map in Fig. 4c.
Red areas depict where PRISM consistently predicted a more
positive (warming) trend than NRCC; blue areas depict where
NRCC consistently predicted a more positive (warming) trend
than PRISM. Several patches of high-bias are noted: a near

Indian Lake, NY, where PRISM predicted much cooler trends
than NRCC; b the High Peaks Wilderness Area, Adirondack
Park, NY, where PRISM predicted much warmer trends than
NRCC; c northern Maine, where NRCC predicted warmer
trends than PRISM, and d eastern Long Island, NY, where
NRCC predicted cooler trends than PRISM. Please see the text
for further discussion of these examples

maps indicated that the largest biases between
PRISM and NRCC occurred in high elevation
montane and coastal areas. Due to the complexity
of coastal and montane climates, these areas pose
significant challenges and require the most sophisticated modeling techniques (Daly 2006). For coastal
areas, artifacts from modeling data boundaries may
help to explain large cross-validation bias among
GHC products (Simpson et al. 2005). High-elevation
montane areas tend to have relatively low density of
weather stations (Daly et al. 2002), which means that
a small number of climate records have large
influences on the resulting maps. As we observed,
if two GHC products do not use the same input data
in these data-poor landscapes, it can translate to large
zones of disagreement.
For example, one of the most consistent zones of
map disagreement was located in the remote and high
elevation High Peaks Wilderness Area of the Adirondack Park in northern NY State. PRISM consistently
predicted rapid warming trends in this area, while
NRCC predicted either slight cooling or no trend
(Fig. 6b). We hypothesize that this difference was due

to a single-station discrepancy in source data. Unlike
PRISM, the input data for NRCC does not include the
US HCN weather record at Lake Placid, NY [LAKE
PLACID 2S [304555]), due to recorded changes in
station location in 1994, 1998 and 2003. Although the
precise contribution of the Lake Placid HCN data to
PRISM is not known, the 1980–2009 warming trends
estimated from this HCN record approximate the
PRISM trends in the ‘warming patch’ surrounding the
station location.
This case illustrates how a single-station discrepancy can translate to a large zone of disagreement in
trend maps derived from different GHC products. As a
result, the choice of PRISM or NRCC in a research
project would yield very different insights for those
interested in recent climate change impacts in this
Adirondack ecosystem—a mixture of temperate,
boreal and alpine vegetation communities—that is
considered highly vulnerable to warming (Kimball
and Weihrauch 2000; Beckage et al. 2009). While it is
logical that disparities between GHC products
emerged most strongly where methods and data
sources are most influential (Jarvis and Stuart 2001),
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Fig. 7 Estimates of prediction error of PRISM and NRCC at
the Mt. Washington, NH Cooperative Network weather station
(COOP ID 275639; lat: 44.27", long: -71.3"; elevation:
1910 m), for means and trends in monthly maximum (Tmax)
and minimum (Tmin) temperatures during 1980–2009. a mean

Tmax, b mean Tmin, c Tmax trend, and d Tmin trend. Data from
the PRISM and NRCC grids used for cross-validation was
extracted from the single 4 km cell where the Mt. Washington,
NH station is located. We note that this station is the highestelevation climate record available in the US Northeast

from the perspective of the GHC end-user, the
situation creates considerable doubt about which
GHC product is more accurate, or if either can be
reliably used. Our results suggest this uncertainty is
greatest in the coastal and high-elevation ecosystems
that are likely the most vulnerable to near-term climate
changes in the US Northeast (Frumhoff et al. 2007;
Kirshen et al. 2007; Scott et al. 2007; Beckage et al.
2009), where a robust understanding of recent and
future climatic changes is arguably needed most. For
this reason, we suggest that any local-scale insights
from GHC-derived climate change maps should
interpreted with caution, and if possible, evaluated in
the context of local weather records and phenological
observations such as lake ice, flowering times and
migratory arrivals (Parmesan and Yohe 2002; Hodgkins et al. 2002; Adrian et al. 2009).

Prediction error
Although preliminary, our ground-truthing results
suggested that a landscape assessment of GHC
prediction error is needed. Although errors were large
for both GHC products based on Mt. Washington, NH,
this station represented the highest-elevation terrain in
the US Northeast and thus was arguably the most
difficult test of prediction skill. We used this record
because we believe it was used by neither PRISM nor
NRCC (see ‘‘Methods’’) and because of observations
of large cross-dataset bias at this and other highelevation cells. One explanation for large GHC bias at
high elevations and in complex terrains is the use of
coarse-scale (e.g., 4 km) digital elevation models as
inputs to spatial interpolation models (Daly et al.
2008). Overall, the structure of prediction error at Mt.
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Table 3 Monthly temperature trends ("C decade-1) estimated
from the US HCN climate record at Indian Lake, NY (INDIAN
LAKE 2SW [304102]) from 1980 to 2009
Month

Tmax

Tmin

Jan

?0.57

11.63

Feb

-0.37

?0.10

Mar

-0.24

?0.07

Apr

?0.01

-0.17

May

-0.47

-0.04

Jun

?0.59

10.93

Jul

-0.27

?0.18

Aug

?0.16

?0.29

Sep

10.79

10.73

Oct

?0.09

10.72

Nov
Dec

?0.30
?0.36

?0.62
10.98

Average

?0.13

?0.50

Trend magnitude estimates are based on Theil-Sen estimators
multiplied by ten (10) to generate decadal rates. Values in bold
type represent time-series with significant Mann–Kendall
trends at P \ 0.05

Washington varied across months, between Tmin and
Tmax, and between datasets, for both means and trends.
Further cross-validation with a larger group of independent stations is needed to describe these complex
error structures. We are now in the process of
analyzing a group of independent station records in
the US Northeast for this purpose.
Implications for climate model downscaling
The issues discussed above also suggest potential
caveats in the local-scale interpretation of highresolution ‘downscaled’ climate model (AOGCM)
forecasts. Although we do not question the validity of
the actual downscaling techniques, these methods
typically utilize GHC 30-year normals to represent
finer-scale patterns in temperature and precipitation
(Wood et al. 2004; Hayhoe et al. 2007). Based on our
results, if GHC data introduce error to the downscaling
of model forecasts, this error may be more relevant
from an empirical versus a spatial standpoint, because
mean temperature biases between GHC products were
often substantial, while maps of 30-year normals were
spatially very similar. Cross-dataset bias was often
highest in areas with few weather stations and that are
inherently difficult to model, such as mountainous
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terrain. As with GHC products, end-users of downscaled climate models can benefit from a more indepth knowledge of map uncertainty and careful
consideration of the resolution versus realism tradeoff
(Daly 2006). Above all, monitoring of local weather
and phenology remains essential for observing and
interpreting projected changes at local scales, both to
evaluate climate model forecasts and to help build
adaptive capacity for future change (Rosenzweig et al.
2007).

Conclusions
To characterize local and regional heterogeneity in
recent climate changes across a complex landscape,
we generated high-resolution (4 km) temperature
trend maps for the US Northeast from 1980 to 2009
using two freely available GHC products. The regional
trend maps, if taken at face value, suggest that recent
temperature changes in the US Northeast have varied
dramatically at the scale of counties and major
watersheds. Such a high degree of heterogeneity
seems implausible, especially since the two GHC
products often disagreed in the localities where very
strong trends were observed. Differences in input data
and modeling techniques between GHC products are
the likely explanations for these discrepancies, but
further study is needed.
Our results suggest that caution should be used in
the analysis and interpretation of high-resolution GHC
products especially at local scales and in places where
ground-truthing is not possible. At this stage, we lack
sufficient confidence in our trend maps to use them as a
local-scale dataset, despite the measures taken to
increase confidence in the map outputs. Because our
trend analysis was robust to ‘noise’, we question
whether these GHC products may be generated at
resolutions too high relative to the source data
available. While this is a more complex question than
can be answered by this study, our findings point to the
need to evaluate whether high-resolution GHC data
can be reliably used at their native resolutions in localscale research and decision-support, especially in
cases where anomalies exist and/or two or more
datasets have strong disagreements. If disagreements
between GHC products are greatest in areas that are
most vulnerable to climate change, as our results
indicated for the US Northeast, the resulting confusion
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could hinder adaptation efforts in places where
reliable information is needed most.
Given that new GHC products are becoming
available at increasingly high resolutions, we urge
the users of these data—especially those that lack
formal training in climatology (e.g., three of the four
authors of this study)—to recognize that a fundamental tradeoff exists between resolution and realism, and
that a higher-resolution product is not typically more
reliable, despite what might be appear to be a more
‘realistic’ appearance when mapped. This caveat
emptor is not intended to discourage use of these
data; instead we suggest that further research is needed
to identify ‘best use’ guidelines of high-resolution
GHC products in research and decision-making.
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